
MARKETING STRATEGY



Opulence is a luxury online e-commerce platform that acts as a third-party seller for luxury brands. The platform 
gives consumers an immersive experience while shopping both online and offline; this is bringing these two spaces 
together. The platform allows the customers to shop online or find their nearest stores to see their product in real-life 
before buying. 

The products will be shown within video content using a sensory experience such as sounds to create an emotion 
connection between the company and customers.

The company will allow consumers to be part of a branded community which will give them access to a loyalty 
scheme points; where they purchase it gives customers the opportunity to access exclusive events, talks and early 
access products. 

Figure 1



BRAND VALUES

INDIVIDUALITY IMMERSIVE COMMUNITY TRUE EXPERIENCE

Opulence wants its consumers to find their 
own style through the platform, exploring 
who they are through the form of fashion.

We want you to become immersed in 
the product you are buying into, through 
the sensory video content you will see 
the product in true form of movement 
and detail

Opulence wants to give its consumers a 
chance to be part of luxury community 
through their membership scheme; to feel 
part of a company that’s all inclusive.

Opulence aims to give consumers a 
meaningful experience where they can 
become knowledgeable about products 
and leave the brand with a long-lasting 
impression and timeless product.
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COMPETITORS ANALYSIS
Marketing competitors analysis

Net- A- Porter Social Media following 
Instagram: 3.9M 
Twitter: 831.7K
Facebook: 1.6M

Has a shoppable magazine in digital and physical form. 

Matches 
Fashion

Social Media following 
Instagram: 897K
Twitter: 83.7K
Facebook: 179K

Steering away from traditional marketing and creating their first promotional 
campaign to tell the brands story. Both physically and digitally, with no print 
placement but it will feature on site-specific locations in London, New York and 
Los Angeles and across the retailer’s digital channels. The campaign features 
model Christy Turlington Burns and actor Ashton Sanders.

Farfetch Social Media following 
Instagram: 2 M 
Twitter: 91.4K
Facebook: 2M

Farfetch launched a marketing campaign centred around the slogan of #The-
One, referring to the one “fashion piece you’ll need this season”. Farfetch’s 
marketing is largely online, but also covers events and more.

Selfridges -Social Media following 
Instagram: 1M 
Twitter: 333.2k
Facebook: 486K

-Uses collaborates to create an in-store experience (art).
-Does six big campaigns each year.
-Ads on buses and takeovers at Tube stations and at Heathrow Airport.
-Ads on relevant sites such as Elle and Stylist, a photo booth in one of the win-
dow displays linked directly to Google+, and it also hosted Google Hangouts

Flannels Social Media following 
Instagram: 60.8K
Twitter: 25K
Facebook: 134K

Offers store events with collaborations with arts in-store.

Launched d a campaign staring singers and songwriters such as Raye 
and AJ Tracey

Net-A-Porters Instagram gives clean cut imagery 
that shows the luxury products in a clear way. With 
minimalistic and neutral backgrounds the products 
stand out. Their Instagram is mainly this imagery; with 
a few quotes from the brand. 

Matches Fashion campaign that stars models and actors. Using video content to 
show each individual represents story; this fits within their campaign of ‘The story 
of Imagination’.

Selfridges uses pop up art within their stores to represent the campaign. Selfridges 
Do this so their stores feel like public spaces which allows the customers to explore 
something new and give them an experience. 

Selfridges uses pop up art within their stores to represent the campaign. Selfridges 
Do this so their stores feel like public spaces which allows the customers to explore 
something new and give them an experience. 

Farfetch #GiveItLiveIt Christmas event where selected 
attendees where given the opportunity to explore 
London through different activities, then transported 
in a helicopter to a secret location for a festive dinner 
(Farfetch #GiveItLiveIt Event - Lolita Mas - Lifestyle Blog, 
2018). 

Farfetch’s Instagram consists of close up shots of 
the products with their rarely being full shots of 
individuals in the images. Clean backgrounds are 
used to give the products more personalised.

Selfridges advertise on buses around London, their 
statement branding yellow is easily recognised. 

Flannels hosted a Richard Orlinski pop-up art store 
within their own Flannels Store London. The work 
was projected in 8K video on the flagship’s digital 
screens, to share the art with as many people as 
possible (Event), Richard Orlinski, 2020). 
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AUDIENCE
The audience for the marketing strategy is the consumers of Opulence. The 
demographics of this audience are mixed gender, aged 35-50 who are married 
possibly with children, their affluent within their job which brings in a medium to 
high income. Their locations would be within the urban/ suburban areas. 

Research showed Generation X’s share of national wealth is predicted to double 
by 2030, this campaign needs to particularly target these as they will have the 
disposable income to purchase the luxury products. 

On the Maslow’s hierarchy of the needs the consumers are after esteem and self-
actualisation, where buying these products reflects their achievements of their 
work ethic. This reflects where terminal values of freedom, pleasure and a sense of 
accomplishment. 

This tribe of self- aspired luxurians pride themselves on a healthy work life balance, 
while enjoys spending time with their families. They’re loyal customers and will 
continue to shop at the brand if they feel like they’re getting recognised by the 
company.  They look for experiences to enhance their life; they are knowledgeable 
and prefer direct marketing where the message is clear and conscious as they can 
be sceptical customers. 

The AIDA theory will be used, where awareness will be spread on the brand through 
different marketing strategy’s such as pop-up events. Interest will be created as its 
relatable to the audience, with this been spread via word of mouth and a potential 
hashtag for the brand. Desire will be around the hype and exclusivity of the luxury 
products; this will entice the consumers to take action and buy the products. 

(See Appendix 3) 
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AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Researching into marketing towards the Generation X consumer allows an insight of what 
media would work well within the brand. Research found...

- 45.7 million members of Generation X have social media accounts (MayeCreate Design, 
2020), this shows that this generation had embraced digital media with 95% of them on 
Facebook (Lewis, 2020).

- Digital video is just as important, with 45.8 million of the generation consuming digital 
video daily (Lewis, 2020). Research found video is more popular than social networking 
platforms (Hyder, 2020). 

- Traditional marketing methods are still relevant with this generation with 62% still read 
the newspaper and 85% watching traditional television (Lewis, 2020). Broadcast TV is the 
biggest source of entertainment for Gen Xers (Valentine, 2018). 

- 58.2 billion of the Generation use the internet everyday (Lewis, 2020), email is an 
effective way to reach out to the consumers.  44% of business to consumer marketing 
through email found a return on investment (Hyder, 2020). This method could be tailored 
to each individual to add personalisation. 

- This generation tend to watch Youtube; these are normally to review on nostalgia. They 
tend to watch videos that relate to past events, people or entertainment or past commercials 
(Gross and Janacek Reeber, 2017).
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POP - UP EVENTS
The pop-up retail sector generated over £2.3 billion in 
turnover over the past 12 months an increase from the 
year before (EE,2015). Pop up events are becoming 
increasingly used as brands are shifting from using 
traditional marketing methods, in correlation to the 
state of bricks and morter retail (Wang, 2018). 

The trend experiential luxury is helping to drive luxury 
brands to create pop up events, it helps to build brand 
awareness (Green, 2018) and a valuable brand 
activation tool to reach potential targeted consumers. 
The pop- up will give the consumers a unique and 
personable experience (Green, 2018) that represents 
the brands values. A survey found 44% of consumers 
have visited a pop up in the last 12 months (EE,2015), 
this gives potential to reach a new audience. 

This marketing method would work well for Opulence 
as being a start-up business it create brand awareness 
while it can give the customer a chance to interact with 
the brand and have an experience, which will reflect 
the one they’d have on the website. 

BarkShop Live
The pop up where e-commerce company BarkBox set up 
a space where the dogs could play with different toys, 
the dog would wear a RFID-enable vests, this tracked the 
toys the dog played with the most. The owners could see 
this information on an custom app and  buy their dogs 
favourite toy (Cook, n.d.).
This is giving the chance for the customers to see the 
products in real life and offer them information they 
wouldn’t normally be able to access. 

Pantone Cafe
The pantone cafe sells a minimal menu that are all 
branded with pantone’s signature colour swatches 
(Cook, n.d.). 

This helps create a buzz and lets consumers see the 
colours of pantone with a product they wouldn’t 
normally associate with.
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INTERACTIVE BILLBOARDS
Billboards are a traditional marketing method, after research  
from Nick Knight stating images are relevant and we should 
be adapting to a world of digital. The use of an interactive 
billboard would be more relevant. 

By 2021 the billboards industry is expected to grow to $33B.  
A survey found 98% of people see an out-of-home advert each 
week, with nearly 26% of these visiting a store as a result of 
seeing the advert. Four of the biggest billboard spenders are 
Apple, Google, Amazon and Netflix; primarily some being an 
e-commerce site (Top Billboard Advertising Statistics, 2020). 

It’s becoming more common for digital signage as technology 
is rising; This interactivity gives the users an experience as it 
requires active participation in order for the advertisement to 
change (Brilliant Interactive Offline Advertising, n.d.). 

With Opulence’s concept surrounding experience it makes 
sense for this media to be adapted; it encourages the consumers 
to engage with the brand while creating brand awareness. 

The Women’s Aid Blind Eye campaign showed a beaten up woman in key public 
places, the more by-passers that looked at the advertisement the quicker the 
bruises and cuts faded. The campaign used facial-recognition employing cameras 
that could detect when someone looked at the campaign (Blind Eye - Women’s 
Aid, n.d.).

Carlsbergs ‘Probably the best’ campaign had billboards that dispensed free 
beer in London Truman Brewery. This encourages a wider audience to try their 
product as its free; this could encourage people to continue to drink the beer 
(Baird, 2015)

The Netflix Billboard was promoting the new movie with billboards of the 
superheroes where they battle for a bigger ‘stage’. Viewers would tweet in 
support of one of the characters, and the one with the most mentions would then 
damage the other characters’ posters, which appeared as bullet holes, bruises, 
and cuts (Oetting, n.d.).This is giving the consumers the power to change what 

KitKat’s ‘Have a Break’ campaign in Colombia, created an interactive billboard 
where when people leaned on the billboard it would give the by-passer a 
massage (Oetting, n.d.). This gives their potential customer a quick, stress-
reducing massage; instead of giving a product, they’ve gave a service to them 
instead to make them feel good.
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MARKETING OBJECTIVES

2 3OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE

To create over 1 million website 
visits within the first 2 months

This will be done by creating marketing 
materials that will lead you onto the 
website; such as creating links with 
social media and creating a pop up 
event to allow consumers to become 
aware of the brand. This can be 
measured by analytics within the 
website provider.  

To have 5,000 members sign up to 
the loyalty scheme within the first 
quarter and to have an increase 
of 125% by the second quarter.  

This will be done by showing the benefits 
of being in the scheme in the marketing, 
the increase will be driven by continuous 
marketing after the first quarter.

1OBJECTIVE

To build a recognisable brand 
image, while creating a true 
meaningful connection with the 
customers. 

This will be done by creating experiential 
marketing materials and engaging with 
customers through the brand through 
social media and pop-up events. This 
can be measured with  feedback from 
customers, also through customer 
experience such as rate of returns and 
returning customers.



THE

ESSAGE

The message behind the 
campaign is that Opulence is an 
inclusive and immersive online 
luxury e-commerce platform, 
where consumers can enjoy the 
experience of luxury buying. The 
brand pride themselves on the 
connection between individual 
customers and the products.M



MEDIA THAT WILL BE USED
Media

Social media Platforms -
 
Facebook,Instagram and 
Youtube

The research showed that the target audience engaged most with social 
media platforms such as Facebook. This will be for the purpose of 
communicating and engaging with customers; this area normally lacks 
within the luxury sector as brands feel to ‘prestige’ to engage with their 
consumers. Youtube will be used to give customers an insight into the 
brand with the use of digital video which they engage most with. 

Pop up event
The pop-up event will allow a connection between the online brand and 
the customer. It allows the brand to be seen in a place where the target 
consumers normally congregates. The pop- up will gives the customers an 
experience which will reflect the one they’d get from the online e-commerce 
platform. 

Interactive billboards
From the movement of tradition media, this digital and relevant media will 
be used. It will give the audience a experience, while encouraging them 
to get involved with the brand. 

Digital Posters
Having marketing that targets the audience in their daily life, in places 
such as train stations and shopping centres helps the brand get noticed 
and gives them awareness. 

Email marketing
Research found email marketing was still relevant for the audience, the 
emails would be personalised to add extra touches. 

Influencer packages
With the rise in influencers and the impact they have, its important to 
include this into the marketing as it allows you to reach a wider target 
audience.  

A mix of both traditional and digital media will be used in 
order to reach the target consumer. The media will be found 
within the daily routine of the consumer, places and platforms 
they engage with.



BRANDING
The branding of the marketing will work within the brand 
identity with the use of white, black and gold; this consistency 
will help with brand recognition. 

There will be hype created before the launch of the brand 
to create as much awareness as possible. 

The brand message will be clear with the use of friendly and 
personable language, to make each individual consumers 
feel part of a community.

TITLE - FONT RENOGARE
BODY TEXT- FONT FUTURA MEDIUM



TACTICS
POP UP EVENT






TACTICS
POP UP EVENT

The pop-up will give the targeted consumers an experience which will reflect the one 
they’d get when using the Opulence website. This will give the brand opportunity to 
communicate with their audience and give them a long-lasting impression. 

The pop-up will be in various locations across the UK, it will be in the major cities of 
London, Manchester, Birmingham and Edinburgh, in prime busy locations. 

The mock up of the pop up shows how it will be presented, the attendees will enter 
through the right and make their way through the space. Having a one way system 
makes the audience walk around while building momentum and connection with the 
space rather than it seeing it straight away. Each space will represent an individual 
element of the luxury product, this breaks the product down to see the structure and 
element of everything that one item is made from. 

This mock up will be the timeless Dior bag, the first room will be highlighting the chain 
on the bag, chains will hang down from the ceiling at different lengths, attendees 
will walk through these having chance to touch and move them. 
The second room will highlight the zips and press studs of the bag, these will be on 
the walls at different highlights, allowing attendees to zip and unzip the elements. The 
third room will highlight the material of the bag, the leather material will surround 
the room. This leads you into the final room where the brand and product is revealed. 
The product will be in a glass case on a rotating plinth with the product video playing 
in the background. Ipads will be in the corner before the exit giving the attendees 
a chance to sign up to becoming a member.



TACTICS
SOCIAL MEDIA

THE OPULENCE SERIES
Generation X account for 1.5 billions views on Youtube every day (Hayes, 2019); this shows this platform is appropriate 
for the audience. A weekly series about the brand, giving the customers an insight into a luxury e-commerce platform. 

The videos would show the work space and employees of the brand as well as tying in current trends/ events in the series 
including how to videos which will give the consumers a educational experience and skills. The marketing will play on the 
nostalgia of the generation as this is a driver they engage with (Taylor, 2020); using past events and older soundtracks to 
reach the audience, while still maintaining a luxury and exclusive platform. 



TACTICS
SOCIAL MEDIA

@OPULENCE
“67% of the Gen X population admitted that they are more likely to buy from a 
business they follow on Instagram” (Cherry, 2019), this highlight how important 
it is to encourage the customers to engage with the brand on social platforms.

The posts would be put out daily to keep consistency on the platform; sponsored 
adverts would be used within the first month of pre-launch and 2 weeks after 
launch, then organic growth would be used. As we want a organic and genuine 
connection with the audience. 

The audience use this platform to find deals and promotions (Korynski, 2019); 
posts would include new promotions to the brand such as x% off or free delivery 
etc. Majority of the posts would be digital video as this best suits the audience. 
The brand would interact with customers by liking and commenting back to replies 
on the posts, as well as offering a hashtag #spaceforluxury where their Opulence 
related instagram posts could feature on the website. 

Posting Schedule- Instagram 

Monday 8.30am - start of a new week catches the audience as they commute into their jobs.

Tuesday 12pm - Mid-day post catches the audience as their on their lunch break. 

Wednesday
3pm - Research found this was the best time to post the whole week (Jackson, 2020). Gives 
          them time to see post on the way home from work, making the tea etc.

Thursday  
12pm - Mid-day post catches the audience as their on their lunch break. 

Friday 11am - Mid-morning post.

Saturday 10am - As waking up, getting ready for the day on the weekend; gives them a reminder.

Sunday 2pm- Sunday has the lowest engagement day, however post mid- afternoon as it gives them a 
         reminder on the brand if they were relaxing and could potential purchase a product. 






TACTICS
SOCIAL MEDIA

OPULENCE
The audience are most likely to use Facebook with 95% of them having an 
account (Dunwiddie, n.d.). Research found the best way to reach the audience 
would be share the brands story and products through promotional video as 
well as daily or weekly promotions (Dunwiddie, n.d.). The posts would be very 
similar to the Instagram account. 

The posts could encourage the consumers to tag people in order to reach a 
higher audience. The posts would be more often as this is the prime platform 
for the targeted audience than any other platform. 

Sponsored posts would be used within the first month of pre-launch and 2 
weeks after launch, then organic growth would be used. As we want a organic 
and genuine connection with the audience. 

Posting Schedule- Facebook 

Monday 11am - Monday morning reminder, see post on their lunch break

Tuesday  11am - Mid-day post catches the audience as their on their lunch break. 

Wednesday
10am & 1pm- Research found this was the best time to post the whole week (Jackson, 2020). 
Gives  
         them time to see this on lunch break or commute home. 

Thursday  
5pm- A later post before the weekend, so they could see it on their evening or commute home. 

Friday 11am - Research found this was an effective time to post with high engagement. 

Saturday 1pm - During their day off and checking on Facebook to check in with family.

Sunday 10am- Sunday has the lowest engagement day (Jackson, 2020), morning post to remind them 
          on the brand. 



TACTICS
INTERACTIVE BILLBOARDS

The interactive billboard will be put up for a 1 to 2 week 
depending on the season, giving it a short time frame 
gives an exclusive feel. One interactive billboard will 
be in 4 locations across the UK (the same of the pop-up 
event) these being the major cities of London, Birmingham, 
Manchester and Edinburgh. 

The billboard will have a QR code to scan with your 
phone, this would take you to the Opulence website. The 
participant would sign up to the loyalty scheme using a 
quick 3 step process, this would automatically give them 
scheme point. Using their location settings, once they’ve 
signed up their name would show up on the billboard 
for 5 seconds. The concept gives the consumer instant 
gratification, while having a call to action. Giving the 
audience a chance to be attached to a luxury brand 
makes them feel recognised and special; which is exactly 
what the brand is aiming to do. This media will drive a 
rise loyalty sign ups while also working on a stable and 
trusting connection with the customers.

The video asides shows how the interactive billboard 
would operate, with messages such as “want to be seen? 
Join as a member” continuing friendly call to actions. 
The information poster will be under the billboard to 
give the audience further information to participates. 





TACTICS
DIGITAL POSTERS

The digital poster will be in prime locations of 
where the audience would be by-passing such 
as train stations, shopping centres and main 
city places; this will be in place across the UK. 
This gives opportunity for the brand to create 
more awareness, if its in front of the targeted 
audience. 

The video asides shows an example of what 
would be on the digital posters. Movement 
and seeing things in ‘real life’ is a big influence 
in the brand, so having a poster that shows 
movement with the logo, slogan and website 
URL gives the audience an insight into the 
brand. 





TACTICS
EMAIL MARKETING

Research found that email marketing is effective way to communicate with the 
audience.

These will  be sent out on 2 pm Tuesday and 9 am Thursdays every week as these 
were found to be the most popular and effective days (Marrs, 2019) .Only 2 
emails a week will be sent as the brand doesn’t want to overwhelm and create a 
forced and non-organic relationship with the customers.

Aside is a template of how the emails would be structured, they would use the 
same branding as all the other materials to keep in line with the brand style guide. 
There would be video content in the email that would use the sensory experience 
to draw them into the email, rather than putting it straight in the trash. The email 
would be personalised with the recipient name but also products similar to the 
style they’ve shopped  before, showing more relevant content may entice them 
to go on the website, while showing the brand that we see them as a customer 
and appreciate them 

The email will give information on the services the brand offers such as online or 
in-store shopping and the links to the social media account. 



TACTICS
INFLUENCER MARKETING

Using influencer marketing, packages would 
be sent out to the audience’s influencers where 
virtual reality will allow them an at home 
experience. 

The package would consist of VR goggles, the 
influencer would put this on and it would allow 
them to choose products off the website to put 
into their virtual space. This would allow them 
to be able to walk around the product, see it 
up close and reach out to touch and move the 
product around.  

This concept is bringing the experience to the 
audience, research showed that the audience 
don’t have a lot of time to their selves due to their 
family and work lifestyle; they use buying luxury 
products as an escape and accomplishment.  
By giving the influencers this concept, it shows 
how convenient and innovative the brand is.

Influencers such as Beatrice Caffrey,Kat Farmer 
and Erica davies would be used as these best 
represent the targeted audience, they would 
feel like they could relate to these people and 
find a connection with the shared products, 
concept and brand.  

Figure 31
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The marketing strategy will have a soft launch with the platform being promoted on the brands social media platforms 
and influencer marketing, this will be followed by a hard launch. When its launched marketing many media’s will be 
used to reach the targeted audience; with being in a competitive industry its important to have a strong start even 
though this may be more costly. The marketing strategy will have high cost within the first year as with the competitive 
industry its important to be seen and make the audience aware of the brand. 

The strategy has a mixture of traditional and digital media’s, push media’s such as using influencer marketing and the 
pop up event are used. 

Research found a TV advert would work well for the audience, this is a media that could be considered  to implement 
into the marketing strategy in the furture, however due to costs this option would be too expensive within the first year 
of trading. 

SUMMARY



12- MONTH MARKETING TIMELINE



IMPORTANT DATES

The marketing strategy will recognise awareness dates to provide relevant content to 
the consumers; while showing the values of the brand. Showing customers the brand 
cares about wider issues, gives the customers trust which will gain brand loyalty. Some 
of the awareness days the brand will cover are:

MARCH - NATIONAL WELL-BEING WEEK

With the rise in stress and anxiety its important for the brand to recognise this week and 
show care to the consumers. Social media content will be tailored around this, as well 
as putting up more blog content within the website and ways to feel better in yourself 
whether this be beauty, fitness or food. Marketing on buying products for yourself 
as recognition will be pushed by emotive marketing. A potential collaboration with a 
mental health charity to rise awareness could be used or having certain discounts on.

APRIL - STRESS AWARENESS MONTH

With this audience on the go with their busy family and work schedule, this audience 
may really related to feeling stressed and worn out. The brand would promote the 
service of the online and off-line service the brand offers to show convenience for 
each individual customer. Could offer a spa/ holiday give-away as a competition on 
Facebook, to give consumers a chance to have a break while gaining a new audience. 

9TH JUNE - CLOTHING POVERTY AWARENESS

With the consumption of the retail industry constant being highlighted, its important 
to speak on the issue rather than ignore it as this can look ignorant to the consumer. 
Having banks where clothes of any kind or brand could be dropped off or posted to 
then be donated to the helpless. A potential pop up event where consumers swap pieces 
of designer clothes could be put in place. 

Figure 33



COSTINGS FOR 12-MONTH PERIOD
Marketing will be a big investment for the brand, as a hard launch is needed with it being a competitive market. Spending for marketing will increase around busy periods such as 
the launch and months folllowing, in order to create attention to the brand. The marketing is spread over the year so that the brand is always reaching out to its audience. December 
has low marketing as people will be shopping anyway, the marketing is spent on October and November the run up. January has high marketing cost as people will be shorter on 
disposable income, however with the sales this could still entice them.   



CONTROL

Marketing metrics will be used in order to measure 
the success of the campaign, these being:

•  Social traffic and conversion, this monitors the 
amount of web traffic from each of the social 
platforms; this will allow the brand to see the most 
and least effective tools. An increase in web traffic 
would be predicted if the campaign was successful 
with each platform performing consistently. 

• Social media platform analytics tools would be 
used to see when the audience engage the most 
and least within certain times and days. This allows 
changes to the posting schedules to be made if 
engagement is low within certain times. The success 
of the campaign will show an increase in followers, 
comments and likes. 

• Visitor rates and page views  of the website, with the 
success of the campaign visits in the website should 
increase leading the audience to the products. 

• Email openings will be used to measure how many 
emails were opened and how many people saw 
the campaign. This will highlight how effective the 
marketing strategy is. 

Figure 34



RETENTION

Retention rate will be in place to encourage the 
customers to continue to return, this will be done 
through: 

•  Leverage personalisation will be used when sending 
the emails to the customer; it will include the name 
of the recipient. 

•  There will be a members loyalty scheme where 
they earn points on every purchase which gives 
them access to free events, talks and early access 
products. Little touches such as premium packaging 
for well-paying members and personalised direct 
mail on their birthdays. 

•  Engaging with the audience on social media 
platform by liking and commenting back on the 
brand’s post. 

• Giving the audience a chance to feature on the 
brand website where the Instagram name and 
picture would be displayed. This makes them feel 
seen and recognised by the brand their buying 
products from. Figure 35
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FOCUS GROUP WITH TARGETED AUDIENCE

A focus group took place in Birmingham with 3 females (aged 35, 48 and 50) 
and 2 males (38 and 48). The participants were all regular shoppers of luxury 
brands. The answers provided below are a summary from the decisions. 

1. Do you tend to buy luxury products in-store or online?

The results from this were mixed as in-store was favoured as you got to see the 
product you were buying and also, they felt the in-store experience from buying a 
luxury product was greater than an online one. However, online was proved to be 
more convenient as with quick delivery times, the product was there. 

2. When buying online, do you feel the products are always represented to how 
they look in real life? Does this effect your experience in any way?

The results were within the majority; that commonly products don’t always look like 
what they do on images, when this happens it leaves frustration for many as they 
either have to return the product or just have an unsatisfactory experience. All the 
group suggested it has a negative experience on them for when / if they shop at the 
company again, one of the participants stated it would put her off buying from that 
company again.

3. How do you feel about luxury brands adopting a sensory experience both 
online and in-store?

The feedback from this question was positive, all the participants agreed that it 
would be interesting to see how brands could adopt this. The main reason for going 
in store was to see the product. With this in mind, the sensory elements could help 
how you see the product without going in-store. They all agreed that online luxury 
currently doesn’t match the in-store experience. 

4. What motivates you to buy luxury products?

The main motives found were for their own self-achievement, 4 out of 5 of the 
participants works as managers with the other one being a director. They claim 
they work hard for their jobs while maintaining a family life which can sometimes 
take over things that they would usually do for themselves. Having a luxury product 
is a sense of achievement for what you’ve worked for. 

5. Do you feel that luxury brands target you as an individual?

This question found that over half felt like they don’t get targeted at; they explained 
that with the rise in millennials, the focus has shifted to this consumer and they feel 
slightly left out. This goes to show that brands need to align to the consumer in 
values in order to get them to purchase.

6. What marketing media do you see the most?

The results varied with posters being a main one with the commutes as they tend 
to spot this on the way to the train station and at the station. Billboards around 
Birmingham work well as you can always see them especially round the bullring. 
“The pop-up round Birmingham are always exciting, outside the Bullring they are 
always advertising products and with that location, if you’re a by-passer you tend 
to see it and stop”. 

7. Do you engage with video content?

Many of the respondents said they tend to use social media to watch videos on 
both Facebook and Youtube; claiming its ‘a calming pass time’, when they are 
unwinding from the day or on the training commuting into and out of work. When 
asked what videos they watch it tended to be older vloggers who are quite crafted 
in food and textiles etc. The male consumers tend to watch and engage with more 
automotive content than the females. Both genders tend to use it to watch old clips 
of tv shows and famous people etc. 
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